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On the Capacities of Spectrum-Sharing Systems with Transmit Diversity 

Asaduzzaman․Hyung-Yun Kong

Abstract

Motivated by recent works on spectrum-sharing systems, this paper investigates the effects of transmit diversity on 
the peak interference power limited cognitive radio(CR) networks. In particular, we derive the ergodic and outage 
capacities of a spectrum-sharing system with multiple transmit-antennas. To derive the capacities, peak interference 
power constraint is imposed to protect the primary receiver. In a CR transmitter and receiver pair with multiple 
antennas at the transmitter side, the allowable transmit power is distributed over the transmit-antennas to achieve 
transmit diversity at the receiver. We investigate the effect of this power distribution when a peak interference power 
constraint is imposed to protect the primary receiver. We show that the transmit diversity does not improve the ergodic 
capacity compared to the single-antenna system. On the other hand, the transmit diversity significantly improves the 
outage capacity. For example, two transmit-antennas improve the outage capacity 10 times compared to the single- 
antenna with a 0 dB interference constraint.
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Ⅰ. Introduction

In recent years, the demand for radio spectrum has 
rapidly increased due to the dramatic growth of wireless 
applications. In current spectrum management policy, 
most of the spectrum has already been allocated and it 
is difficult to find aditional spectrum for the new wire-
less applications. As a solution of this problem, the con-
cept of cognitive radio(CR) has been proposed in [1]. In 
cognitive radio networks, unlicensed CR users access to 
the frequency band of a licensed network(primary net-
work) opportunistically using its cognition capabilities.

In CR networks, CR users may coexist with the pri-
mary users either on a non-interference basis or an inter-
ference-tolerant basis. In case of non-interference basis 
systems, the CR users are allowed to operate in the un-
used frequency bands, commonly known as spectrum 
holes or white spaces[1]. Contrarily, interference tolerant 
basis systems allow CR users to access the frequency band 
of the primary users provided that the interference po-
wer level at the primary-receivers is kept below some 
certain threshold[2],[3]. Such limits on the interference 
power is commonly known as interference temperature. 

In such interference temperature based model, it is 
assumed that the primary users are capable of mitigating 
interference if it is within the predefined interference 
threshold. Hence, the proposed interference tolerant basis 
model can be used in any scenario in which the primary 
users are willing to handle small amounts of interfe-

rence. From the primary users’ point of view, the secon-
dary access does not affect its operation as long as the 
total interference power at the primary-receiver remains 
below the interference threshold. Therefore, the power 
emitted from a secondary transmitter does not have to 
be limited as long as the interference inflicted on the 
primary-receiver is below the threshold.

In this paper, we consider a spectrum-sharing scenario 
where the CR users access the frequency band of the 
primary users provided the interference power level at 
the primary-receivers is kept below some certain thres-
hold. The secondary users use their cognitive capabili-
ties to decide the level of transmit power in order to pro-
tect the primary-receiver. In such scenarios, the main 
objective of a CR transmitter-receiver pair is to maxi-
mize the link capacity by maintaining the interference tem-
perature constraints. The ergodic and outage capacities 
and the power allocation problems of such networks for 
single-antenna fading channel have been investigated in 
[2] and [3]. In this paper, we analyzed the effect of trans-
mit diversity on the capacities of the secondary network.  

It is well known that transmit diversity is an effective 
way to mitigate channel fading with a transmit power con-
straint[4]. In interference limited CR networks, the users 
may need to operate in low signal to noise ratio(SNR) 
to protect the primary-receivers. Hence, the capacities of 
such interference limited systems with transmit diversity 
are important. We derive the ergodic and outage capaci-
ties of an interference limited CR network with multiple 
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transmit-antennas and a single receive-antenna. Interes-
tingly, the ergodic capacity of the multi-antenna system 
is lower than the single-antenna system for all interfe-
rence temperature. On the other hand, the outage capacity 
of the multi-antenna system improves significantly.

Ⅱ. System Models

We consider a spectrum-sharing scenario where the se-
condary-users coexist with the primary-users and they 
use the same frequency band. Assume that the secon-
dary transmitters are equipped with M antennas. This 
work focuses on the effect of the transmit diversity on 
the interference temperature constraint CR network. To 
separate the transmit diversity from the received diver-
sity we consider a single received antenna. Conse-
quently, we assume both primary and secondary-recei-
vers are single-antenna devices for simplicity. Therefore, 
the assumed network model is a simple multi-input single- 
output(MISO) channel. We also assume that a suitable 
space time block code(STBC) is used by the transmitter. 
We consider a flat Rayleigh fading channel with AWGN. 
We assume coherent detection at the receivers and thus 
only the channel power gains are of interest. Let, 
  and   represent the ins-
tantaneous channel gains from the secondary transmitter 
to the secondary and primary-receivers, respectively. For 
Rayleigh fading,  and  are the exponential random 
variables with hazard rates  and , respectively.

The interference power received at the primary-recei-
ver due to the transmission of the secondary transmitter 
can be given as, 





; where  is the transmit 
power of antenna  . The optimal power allocation for 
single-antenna CR network has been investigated in [2]. 
To allocate optimal power over the antennas conditioned 
on the fading statistics required solving tedious optimi-
zation problems. For the sake of simplicity, we consider 
equal power allocation for all antennas as,    
   . Throughout this paper, we only 
consider the allocation of total transmit power,  . 

Fig. 1. System model.

The transmit power constraint in terms of the peak inter-
ference power Q can be given as
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(1)

where   




. Now the received SNR at the secon-
dary-receiver can be written as,
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 (2)  

where  is the AWGN variance and   




. Since, 

 and  are the exponential random variables,  and 
 are random variables of the Chi-square distribution 
with 2 M degrees of freedom [5].

2-1 Capacities

In this section, we derive the ergodic and outage ca-
pacities of a MISO based CR network. For both cases, 
we consider a Rayleigh fading environment with a recei-
ved power constraint on a third party’s receiver (pri-
mary-receiver), as given in (1).

2-2 Ergodic Capacity

Ergodic capacity is the long term average achievable 
rate constraint on the power but on the delay. Assuming 
 and  are independent of each other for all  , the 
ergodic capacity of the system can be given as 

 max log

 
  ≤ (3)
     

where  is the capacity loss of the STBC codes and 
 represents the expectation over the joint probability 
density function(pdf) of  and . Using the peak in-
terference power constraint and the received SNR of (1) 
and (2) we can easily calculate the ergodic capacity as 
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∞

 log





 


(4)

where 
  is the pdf of the random variable  

which is derived in the Appendix.
The ergodic capacity of (4) against the peak interfe-

rence power for different numbers of antennas is shown 
in Fig. 2. Results indicate that the ergodic capacity of 
the CR network decreases as the number of antennas 
increases. This result is quite interesting because the di-
versity gain achieved by the multiple transmit-antennas 
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Fig. 2. Ergodic capacity with peak received-power constraint.

is not useful for interference temperature-limited CR sys-
tems. Because the interference power received by the 
primary-receiver also increases as the number of ante-
nnas increasee along with the increased received SNR at 
the CR-receiver.

2-3 Outage Capacity

The ergodic capacity is the measure of the maximum 
achievable long-term rate without considering any delay 
constraint. However, in reality, many wireless applica-
tions have certain delay constraints. In such scenarios, 
delay limited capacity, defined as the constant rate that 
is achievable in all fading sates, is more suitable. How-
ever, in Rayleigh fading the delay limited capacity is 
zero for any finite average power limitation. Alterna-
tively, outage capacity that exist a capacity-versus-outage 
phenomenon, is a good measure of the channel capacity 
for Rayleigh fading channels[5]. In this sub-section, we 
will determine the  outage capacity with truncated cha-
nnel inversion[6] under a peak interference constraint at 
the primary-receiver. 

For outage capacity with peak interference tempera-
ture constraint, the power allocation policy can be written 
using the well known truncated channel inversion power 
control[6] as

 













 


≥

  (5)

where   and  are non-negative constants and can be 
determined from the peak interference power constraint 

and the outage probability Pr




≤




. Using the fact that 

the transmission is abandoned when 

  is less than , 
the outage probability can be found as

Fig. 3. Outage probability for different numbers of antennas 
with peak received-power constraint.

 Pr




≤







 (6)

where 
 is the cumulative distribution function(CDF) 

of the random variable 

  which is derived in the 
Appendix.

Fig. 3 shows the outage probability for different num-
bers of transmit-antennas(M). Clearly, the outage probabi-
lity decrease as the number of transmit-antennas increa-
ses for 1.

To satisfy the peak interference power constraint the 
inequality  ≤  must be satisfied. Now the outage capa-
city under the truncated channel inversion power control 
can be given as 

  log
 

≤ log
  (7)

where, the value of   is the solution of (6)

Fig. 4. Outage capacity with peak received-power constraint 
for  0.001.
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The outage capacity of (7), for different numbers of 
transmit-antennas is plotted against the peak interference 
constraint in Fig. 4. In this figure, we consider an outage 
probability of  0.001. Unlike the ergodic capacity, 
the outage capacity improves as the number of antennas 
increases. Considering that the system achieves transmit 
diversity, a smaller transmit power is needed to achieve 
the target outage probability which leads to reduced in-
terference at the primary-receiver. Equivalently, for cer-
tain peak interference-power, the system with transmit- 
diversity operates on a small outage probability. Hence, 
the outage capacity of the system improves. 

Ⅲ. Conclusion

In this paper, we investigate the information-theoretic 
limits on the interference temperature based CR MISO 
channel. The ergodic and the outage capacities of such sys-
tems are derived. We also derive the closed form expre-
ssion of the outage probability of the CR network. We 
show that the transmit diversity does not improve the 
ergodic capacity, but improves the outage capacity signifi-
cantly. Numerical results are given to support the argu-
ments. Results show that the outage capacity of a CR 
system with only two antennas is 10 times higher than 
the single-antenna system.

Appendix

For Rayleigh fading,  and , for all  , are the 
exponential random variables with hazard rates  and 

 , respectively. Hence,   




 and   




 are 
the random variables with the Chi-square distribution 
with 2 M degrees of freedom with pdf [4, Eq.9.5]
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(9)

Now the pdf of the random variable 

  can be
 written as [7]
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where,   is the Gamma function. Now, the CDF for 



  can be written as


 




















 (11)

  
where,      is the Gauss's hyper geometric function 
determined in [8].
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